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Martin Prost joined our wills and estates team at Devry Smith Frank LLP (“DSF”) n 2022 

and has over 40 years of experience. He helps his clients in all areas of estate planning and 

provides services such as: 

• Drafting wills

• Designating trustees and beneficiaries,

• Assigning power of attorney for personal care/property 

• Philanthropic dispensation 

Clients around the Greater Georgian Bay area can trust they are in good hands with 

Martin Prost when it comes to drafting wills and assigning power of attorney because he 

ensures their assets are distributed without unwanted intervention. This is a crucial part of 

protecting your family’s estate from being overtaxed and ensuring your specific last-wishes 

are adhered to.

Martin acquired his first university degree at McMaster University in an honors bachelor 

of arts (Classics) program.  He then went on to receive his law degree at the University 

of Western Ontario. Upon being called to the bar in 1974, he began his practice of law 

in the Town of Midland and partnered with Devry Smith Frank LLP in 2022 to expand 

his practise even further. Although he remains in general practice his interest gravitates 

to wills and estates, litigation, real estate, corporate, family law, and personal conflict 

reconciliation.  He has developed such a keen interest and aptitude for conflict resolution 

that in 1981 he attended his first relational mediation course and has subsequently gone 

on to create and participate in many alternative mediation courses.

For his clients, this means that if any disputes over your will arise, Martin Prost is savvy 

enough to review it and guarantee the satisfaction of all parties involved. To work with 

Martin Prost call (705) 526-9328 or email Martin.Prost@Devrylaw.ca.
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DSF is a dedicated group of legal professionals offering a broad range of legal services 

to our individual, business and corporate clients. We are the largest full service law 

firm in Toronto outside of the downtown core. We are driven by delivering value to 

our clients in all that we do.
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